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Resumé: Le plus connu livre de Richard Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity (1989)
fournit l’idée de départ de cette étude: le progrès n’est plus la voie de la découverte d’une
vérité transcendantale, mais l’accumulation d’innovations dépendantes du contexte.
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The reconfiguration of cultural space in relation with contemporary variations on
postmodernism is most often attributed to the depleted force of the tools of philosophy as
“science of sciences”, to the wish to demythicise its privileged status, to the confusion brought
by dominant relativism, to the revision of the past, to the re°semanticised components of culture,
to the skepticism toward fundationalist approaches etc. Transcending Western tradition centered
on the search for truth fuelled that effort to plead for pluralism and diversity, those ever growing
doubts regarding the legitimacy of an opposition similar to that between art and science, once
untouchable, and also broadened the groundwork for argumentation and weakened the borders
among the culture°cut areas. Transcending the concepts of “truth”, “objectivity” and
“objective truth” led cultural discourses into a deadlock, pushing them to search for survival,
to redefine themselves, to rewrite their past, to cope with changes.

These terms that probe into the issue of culture legitimacy in contemporaneity, along with
many others, can be traced down in the solutions proposed by an American thinker – I guess
he would have liked to be called a philosopher – deemed to be a “defender” of postmodernism:
Richard Rorty. Deployed in almost all the books he wrote in these last 30 years, his project
treads on a pragmatistic ground, in search of a proper relationship with contemporary
discourses. In the given framework of the private°public relationship, his project rehabilitates
subjectivity as an engine propelling continuity inside culture and society. The unitary solutions
entwined in this project, to some people much too tolerant, to others too radical, in any case
prone to criticism, follow an anti°essentialistic direction, being used to remove the frontiers
of cultural theories and to plead for the separation from the objectivistic tradition and the
theories on truth. 

The perspective embraced by Richard Rorty asserts that truth and rationality describe those
justification procedures a given society makes use of. The ethnocentric basis of this option
is, argues the author, unavoidable to the pragmatism which aspires to replace objectivity for
solidarity, transcendence for contingency. Supporting the contextual character of truth, its
dependency on community, the commentator claims that objectivity can no longer be a solution
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before death: “My suggestion that the wish for objectivity is, in part, a disguised form of the
fear of death shared by our community echoes Nietzsche’s accusation that the philosophical
tradition coming from Plato is an attempt to avoid recognizing contingency, to escape time
and chance.”1 Asserting ethnocentrism, vital for the Rortyan project, is in itself a means to
undermine the hard denomination of philosophy and to propose instead a weak conception
of a discourse that is not above but in line with the other components of culture: “They (the
philosophers, Ed.) do not have an independent technical knowledge, but only stories that cannot
be used to complete or support other stories.”2. Because it is seen as “a story about poetisation
and progress”3, because it did not succeed to be independent and non°metaphorical or to provide
universally valid explanations, philosophy should be treated, continues Rorty, as a literary
genre4. This is where it should belong, all this from the viewpoint of a pragmatist for whom
knowledge means “the capacity to reach an agreement through persuasion”5, who sees the
renunciation at scientism as a way to admit that we are part of a plural, “post°philosophical”
culture (in the “post°metaphysical” sense of the term), and which pragmatism endeavors to
make stronger, namely more conscious of the decisive power derived from originality and
creation. Buttressed incessantly with the tools of anti°realism and anti°essentialism, this option
whose aim is to re°describe the historically assumed cultural space, implies, says the author
convincingly, that theoretical explanation should be rejected and narrative explanation assumed.
Theory is seen as functioning within the private sphere, manifesting itself through
auto°creation, nonetheless inefficient within the public sphere. As regards the rejection of
theoretical explanation based on anti°fundationalism, if we need to claim another type of option,
it might be useful to remember Gadamer’s stand in Praise to Theory: “Theory implies and 
is – to my mind – the distance toward your own self.”6 Unless we read further on and notice
that Gadamer makes use of this premise to really praise theory, we may think that this quotation
lifts the ball to Rorty’s net. 

Inseparable in a liberal society, where ideals are reached by persuasion, this culture, eager
to progress by accepting singular ideas, by perpetually replacing the vocabularies through which
it expresses itself, is the manifestation of a liberal utopia working with a quite uncomplicated
mechanism, as unraveled by a pragmatist who renounced at his prestigious Chair of
Philosophy at Princeton for a much less prestigious one of humanities, at Stanford. Without
underestimating the memory of his contemporary intellectual, Rorty makes a prognosis where
disappearance and oblivion are natural, implacable effects, brought about by the way things
are, since this is how future will be: “I guess that the true work performed to achieve a
multicultural, global utopia will be carried by people who, throughout the centuries to come,
will disentangle each culture into a multiplicity of delicate composing threads, coming from
other cultures / thus promoting the diversity°in°unity genre, so characteristic to rationality. The
tapestry thus obtained will be, with a little luck, something we can hardly imagine now – a
culture which will consider the cultures of contemporary America and contemporary India as
negligible as we do consider those of Harappa or Cartagena.”7

The development of auto°creation (whose roots he traces back in Romanticism) as an engine
of continuity and as a means through which cultural communities can reach the goal of
solidarity is the content we discover in Rorty’s most known book: Contingency, Irony and
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Solidarity, published in 1989. It reads as an apology of culture as described above, with the
arguments in favor of such a vision, in the useful/useless terms of pragmatism and in the sense
of maintaining the separation between public and private and the opening toward continuity:
“This book endeavors to show how things will be if we abandon the search for a theory able
to bring together public and private and we content ourselves to deal with the demands of
autocracy and human solidarity as being equally valid but for ever incommensurable. (...) A
historicist and nominalistic culture of the kind we have in view would go, in exchange, hand
in hand with narrations correlating the past and the present, on one hand, and with the utopian
futures, on the other. What matters is that it would see the fulfilment of utopias and the further
imagination of other utopias as an endless process – an ongoing, proliferating fulfilment of
Liberty, rather than a convergence toward an already existent Truth.”8 In the Preface to this
book, Mircea Flonta rightfully notices that the main thesis starts from a constant opposition
in the Rortyan project, which identifies two types of thinking and at the same time two types
of culture: the exhausted metaphysical tradition, where truth exists outside us and awaits to
be discovered, and the culture of ironism, the outcome of the contingency submitting life,
knowledge, thinking, morality. Given the status of the latter, a culture of secularized and
demythicizing liberalism can work without a philosophical ground, provided it receives a
relevant description. The renunciation to philosophical legitimacy works also with respect to
the components of this culture and would have to be replaced, pleads the author, with contextual
justifications of a comparative tenure. Pragmatism serves to strengthen the power of arts,
mistrusting the instruments of sciences and philosophy and endlessly eroding the idea of
method. The liberal utopia to which culture would belong, as Rorty sees it, becomes a possibility
to harmonize the components of culture: “In my vision, an ideal liberal policy would be one
whose hero is Bloom’s «strong poet» rather than the warrior, the priest, the wise or the scientist
in search of a «logical», «objective» truth. (...) A poetized culture would be that one which
would not push us to find the real wall behind the painted ones, the genuine cornerstones of
truth as opposed to the cornerstones that are but cultural artefacts. It would be a culture which,
while rightfully appreciating that all cornerstones are such artefacts, would adopt as its own
goal the creation of variegated and multicoloured artefacts.”9

Rortyan vision is built on the relationship between auto°creation, seen as an attribute of
the private sphere, an instrument of progress, subject to the historical factor and a “particular
vocabulary” and solidarity, as a goal to reach the public sphere. From the viewpoint of the
most popular “public philosopher” of America, this desirable sense of culture would take shape,
in fact, as an “ironistic” culture, that cannot function outside the incessant revision of particular
vocabularies making up this space and the process broadening up the canon. Rorty reaches
the conclusion that the typical modern intellectual is an ironist, following the line of irony
defined as the opposite to “common sense”. Detecting three conditions favorable to ironistic
thinking – the doubt with regard to “the final vocabulary he currently uses”, the consciousness
that an argument expressed inside this vocabulary cannot shatter this doubt and the faith that
his own vocabulary is no closer to reality than the vocabularies of others10 –, the American
pragmatist unveils the typicalness of modern intellectual. To him, the library of humanity looks
like this: “Ironists consider the writings of all people endowed with poetical skills, all the
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original minds with a talent for redescription – Pitagora, Plato, Milton, Newton, Goethe, Kant,
Kirkegaard, Baudelaire, Darwin, Freud – as grains to grind in the same dialectical mill. By
contrast, the metaphysicians would begin by grasping who was a poet from among these people,
who a philosopher and who a scientist.”11 This form under which the library stands in the eyes
of the modern ironist is also the reason why the intellectual cannot bestow on others power
and social hopes. It determines a reconfiguration of the cultural space, subordinated to the
dominant idea that theory in only a narration about possibilities, while solidarity becomes the
wish to maintain individuality: “In his outlook, (of the ironist, Ed.), human solidarity does not
mean to share a common truth or a common goal, but to share a common selfish hope, the
hope that someone’s world – all those small things he wove up in his final vocabulary – will
not be destroyed.”12 The idea that ironism is irrelevant to public life is exactly one of the
elements separating Rorty from Habermas, whom he reads as a liberal unwilling to be an ironist,
unlike Foucault, an ironist unwilling to be a liberal. As regards the latter, here is how Rorty
explains the “aridity” affecting his work: “It is an aridity determined by a lack of identification
with any social context, with any communication. Foucault once said that he would like to
write «in such a manner that would show no face.» (...) In the writings of Foucault as in many
of his French contemporaries there is no «we»”.13

As regards the progress of a culture devoid of telos, for its redefinition pleads the solidarity
and reorganisation of the cultural space itself and the discourse about it. Its sense is “the growing
ability to see that the similarities between us and other different people surpass in importance
any differences.”14 Progress is no longer the path to discover a transcendental truth, but the
accumulation of innovations subject to context. A definition consonant with the representation
of cultural past seen as a community of individualities. Accepting new personal vocabularies
and hence new preferences is the material making up the discourse of what we call
intellectual history. Rorty’s apology ventures on the power of an interdisciplinary perspective,
without overlooking the difficulties brought by the idea of canon: “Is it not enough to have
that kind of complicated, dense intellectual history, leery about canons (philosophical, literary,
scientific or of any other nature)? Is there a need to have a history of something special called
“philosophy” more than to carry on a discipline known under this name? (...) I am fully in favour
of throwing away the canons which have become bizarre; however I do not think we can do
without canons. This is because we cannot do without heroes. We need mountain peaks toward
which we have to raise our eyes. We need to tell ourselves detailed stories about the important
deceased to give shape to our hopes to surpass them. (...) What we need is to see the history
of philosophy as the account of people who made splendid, to a great extent unsuccessful,
endeavours to put the questions we need to. These would be the people who are the candidates
for a canon – a list of authors we would be advised to read before we make any attempt to
understand which are the philosophical questions, in the «honorific» sense of philosophy.”15

From the standpoint of “a pragmatism without method”16 connected to the new fuzziness,
preserving the tools of analytic philosophy it left behind, constantly recurring to the source
called Dewey, Rorty chooses the artistic discourse, which would not have philosophical
legitimacy, to the detriment of philosophy itself, in whose „honorific” status he does not believe
at all. This option whose source is the re°semanticization of philosophy draws along the
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rethinking of cultural components based on criteria others than the classical ones, related to
object and method. And, obviously, it puts into question the status of literature in the sense
of broadening it up to match the options of literary critics and their mission to read contextually
and not to supply only explanations about artistic qualities: “ (...) instead of replacing the term
of „literary criticism” with something like „criticism of culture”, we contrariwise have extended
the word «literature» so that literary critics might cover any criticism.”17 “The defender of
postmodernism” notices that, in fact, this brought about an extension of the object and not of
the discourse about the object. 

The reconfiguration of pieces is unavoidable, and Rorty is by far not the only one or the
first contemporary to notice it. Worth to mention is that the force of his demarche comes from
the persistent idea that these movements smoothed up by contemporary openness are directly
subordinated to the eroded possibilities of philosophy and frail status it passes through lately.
This force comes from the genuine unmasking of philosophy as a discourse anchored into
metaphysics and epistemology. The fissures various commentators detected in his vision, as
well as the reproach that the author practices theory to plead against theory can be among the
reactions he would have expected, to the extent they are exact forms of contingency. 
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